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The. crystal structure of the Zr- Ti silicate seidozerite has been elucidated by
superposition on the (x, z) Patterson projection and by statistical determination of the
signs of the Fokl reflections. From the structure the expanded chemical formula of
seidozerite is given as Na,MnTi (Zr1,STio.lI)Oz(F, OH~[Sizo,Jz and Its diorthosilicatE'
nature (containing the group Slz0T)is revealed, despite the orthosilicate stoichio-
metric formula.

L The new zirconium - titanium silicate seidozerite was discovered by E. L semenov in the Lovozerskii
massif (Kol'skii P-ov) and was named after the place where it was first discovered,the Seid()zero region [1]. In
accordance with an analysis carried out by M. E. Kazakova, E. I. Semenov wrote the chemical formula of
seidozerite in the form Naz(Mno.sTio.TIIZrO.TS)SizOs(F,OH). The monoclinic symmetry of the mineral, which was
fairly obvious from opticalgoniometry [1], was confirmed, first from Laue photographs and later froni,an analysis
of x rayrota-tion photographs and rnoving films ofthe zero, first and second layer lines (Mo radiation), about the
axes [100] and [010]. The systematic absences among the hOl reflections, with 1 = 2n + 1, observed in the films,
are of the Laue classCzh = 2/ m (the unique axis being b and the primitive ac parallelogram in the unique plane), . . - '. z .
and lead to the x ray group 2/ mP-/ c with a Eo glide plane, i.e., to two possible space groups Cs = Pc and eth =
=P2/ c.

The parameters oftheunit cellofseidozerite are: a = 5.53:1: 0.2 A, b= 7.10:1: 0.03 A, c = 18.30:1: 0.10 A
(

and B = 102°43' :I: 1'. The angle B was measured on an optical goniometer. This setting correspond~_t()tl1e_
three pinacoids ~haracteristically appearing in the. habit of the crystals [1]. If we select as axes the two shortest"
translations in the plane of symmetry, we arrive at the setting 2/ mP--/n with the parameters: a1 = 5.53, b1 =
= 7.10, c1 = 17.90 A and B1 = 85"19'. ~lne new axes are related to me old by the simple relationship (~~ 8)

1 0 ,1

In the subsequent work we used the first setting which proved to be the most natural one in the analysis.

The conclusion that seidozerite was prolJably centrosyrnmetric, based on the crystal habit [1] and on the
absence of a piezo effect (the experiments were kindly carried out byV. A. Koptsik), was confirmed by a. statistical
analysis of the intensities Ihoz by the method described in [2]. Another indication of centrosymmetryin seido-
zerite was obtained from the appearance in the Patterson projections of the characteristic trios of peaks described
in [3]. We were therefore able to assign seidozerite, with reasonable certainty, to the holohedral group P2/ c =

'=~h"

From the density of seidozerite d = 3.47 (according to Semenov [1]) and from the volume of the unit cell,
it appears that the latter contains 4 (3.87) formula units of Naz(Mno.sTio.TIIZrO.TS)SizOs(F,OH).

Thus, in the unit cell of seidozerite, there are sited 3 Tiatoms and 3 Zr atoms in the space groupP2/ c,
which contains only two-fold and four-fold positions (in the group Pc only two-fold), which leads to the interesting
necessity, from a crystal- and geochemical standpoint, offilling certain crystallographically equivalent positions
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Fig. 1. Patterson projections for setdozeriter a) p(y, Z)I b) p (x, z),

by both Zr and Ti whose atomic radii differ by •..•300/0(rTi-t4 = 0.64,rZr"" = 0~82 'A).· Ti does not appear in the
Fersrnan ·star" of isomorphs for Zr [4], but it does 'occur persistently as such in all works on the Lovozerskii massif.
Thus, the richest Zr Iovenites may contain up to 300/0of ZrOz, and a significant part of this, as much as half, is
commonly replaced by TiOz [5].

E. L Semenov attributed seidozerite tothe velerlte group which contains the following silicates of fairly
complex structure [6]: velertte (Ca, Na), (Zr, Nb) [S10"JzF,rosenbushlte (Na, Ca)" (Fe, ri, Zr) [SiO",JzF,guarinite
CazNaZr[Si04,]zF and lovenite (Na, Ca. Mn ··)sZrISiO"nF. No crystal structure has as yet been found for any of the
minerals listed. This fact, together with the large number of minerals of such elements as Zr, Ti and Nb made
the structure analysis interesting, not only from the geo-tcrystal-j chemtcal point of view, but also from a practical

.~~ , . .

In the analysis of the structure of setdozerlte, 318 nonzero hOl and 331 Okl retlections were used. The
intensities J.,r.ere.~~sessedvisually and converted to IFhkZI· in the usual way. Owing to the large size Of the c .

. . ~.'~.~ - ~- . .

• For rZr+&we took the figure of BokU and Belov of 0.82 A. If the Goldschmidt value of rZr+' = 0.87 is taken
then the difference is as large as 360/q,
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The regularity in the Patterson functtonsof.
centrosymrnetric crystals mentioned above [3) enabled
us 'to find, in p(x, z) two maxima with coordinates
(1.62; 0~36)and (0.55, 0.29) corresponding to distances
betweenthe atoms related by a point of symmetry.
Resides these two vectors, a third (t, 0) was used for

The results of the mintmallzatton from all three vectors were used in the construction of the
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Fig. 2.. Final electron density projections for
setdozertte, a)p (x,z"); b) p (y, z),

the minlrnalfz.atton;
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axis, 15 reflections oflow sine/~ were obscured on
the hOZ and Okl moving films which were taken with
Mo radiation, and their intensities were assessed from
x ray photographs taken with Cu radiation. The linear
absorption cee fflcient Ii = V-1~nili1 (Ilr is the atomic
absorption coefficient 'for ~ = 0.71 A (7),calculated
for seidozertte, is 3\5em-i. The hOl zero l~'yer line'
moving film was taken from a crystal with a roughly
rectangular cross section 0.15 x 0.20 mm , The Okl
reflections were measured from scattering from a
crystal with cross section 0.3 x 0.5 mm , No correction
for absorption was applied in the structure determination.
This introduces an error of up to 100/0,inthe IFholl obs
and up to 170/0 in IFokZIobs-

n. The Patterson projections P(y, z) and P(x, z)
fur seldozerite are shown in Fig. 1. It was hoped,
owing to the presence of the heavy Zr (Z = 40), to find
the Zr~ Zr peaks and to carry out superpositions from
them [8-13). It was natural to begin with the Patterson
projection down the shortest translation p,'(y, z), The
peaks on it are arranged at the points ofan almost
regular rectangular net b/4 xci 6, and differ in height
by a factor of not more than two. Because of this re-
gularity,minimalization from any peak preserved, with
changed hetghts, all the peaks in p(y, z ) and it was
impossible to draw convincing' conclusionsas to the
structure from M(y ,z ).,

Important results were obtained from the pro-
jection p'(x, z) where, because of the £glide~ the
period along z is halved. An analysis of the peak
distribution ~ p(x, z) made it possible to separate all
the peaks into two types. Each peak of the first kind,
with coordinates (x, z)corresponds to a peak at (x +
+ to z), their height's' differing by 10-150/0. The peaks
of the second kind, displaced by (t, O);,hay~A9,!J1ates.
Such a peculiarity in the arrangement of the pea~~-'-
together with die fact that, there is a strong peak at
the point of symmetry (1, 0) in the projection, p(x, z),
(Fig. 1b), indicates the special positiori in the structure
of setdozertte of two atoms with atomic numbers Z,
differing by 10-150/0. The only special positions are
the translattonalty nonidentical points of symmetry
(projections of centers of symmetry or of two-fold axes)
separated by ~I2•.' We met with an analogous re-
gularity in the analysis of the strucure of amblygonite
[13] (and earlier still in the structure of epidote [17).



TABLE 1

Coordinates of the Atoms in the Asymmetric Unit of Seidozeri~e (in fractions ofthe axes
~~~ - ,

.Atom I- x Atom: xl v
a I

(4) Zr 0.200 0.119 0.074 (4) 0li 0.438 0;327 _0.070
(2~ Mn (Mg) 0.500 - 0.350- 0.250 (4) 0in 0.438 " 0.907 0;071 '(2 Ti I' 0.000 0.111 0.250
(4) Sir 0.718 0.384 0.104 (4) 0IV ' 0,908, 0.318 ' 0.050
(4) Sin ,-:- 0.718 0.843, 0.104 (4) 0v 0,915 0.912 0,056
(4) Nal 0.195 - 0;611 ' 0.069 - (4) 0VI 0,804, 0,314 0.191 _
(2) NaIl 0.000 0,613 0,250 (4)Ovri '0~804 ' 0,915 0,192 '

(2) NaIll 0.500 ' 0.860 0.250 (4) 0VIli _' 0.243 0,121 0,185
(4) 01 ' '.0.719 0.615 0,105 (4) (F.OH) 0.294 :0.570 0;193

TABLE 2

Valency Balance in the setdozertte Structure

Cation Sumo!
AMon I I I jMn, I Nal ,I Nan I,NalIl-

yalende&Sil Siu Zr Ti
,

Or 4/4 4/1i 2
°u 4/4 4/6 1/6 2~1/6
°II~ 4/4 4/6 1/6 2 ~ 1/6,
°IV 4/4 4/6 2/6 2
°v 4/4 8/9 1/6 2 + 1/2
°Vl 4/4 4/6 2/6 1/6 2+ 1/~
°ViI 4/4 4/6 1/6 1/6 2,
O"m • : 4/6 4/6 2/6 1/6 2-.1/6

(~'.OH) 2/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1-1/6

function M6 (x, a), which also gave the preliminary planarmodel Of the structure. Tlie refinement of the model
was carried out by-the subsequentcalculation Of the signs of the Fhol sand the calculation of the electrondenstty
projection p (x, z) (Fig. 2a). .

One ofthe lines of symmetry in the (y. z) projection of the space group P2/c contatns agltde, which
facilitates the use of a statlstlcal testing method [14J.

The sign relationships of a basic group of reflections were found as the first stage of testing in the deter-
mination ofthe signs of the Okl reflections of seidozerite, and the Zachariasenequa:tionwassystematically
applied to find the signs of all the FOkl as the second stage.

I \ .

As is usual. the sign relationships arising- from the structure factor formulae were used as a basis for the
comparison of the amplitudes. For theOkl zone of P2/ c these relationships are as follows: 1) 1 • 2n-FOkl =
= FDkl = FOkl ". Foki. 2) l =2n.j. i-Fokl =- Fokl =-Foki,'" FOki.

The 70 strongest-unitary structure amplitudes were included out of the 331 nonzero Okl in the basic group.
A sign was considered as found if. in the general number of pairs being determined n> 3 the ratio ofthe number
'of-pairs indt~a~i;n_8.the given sign to~ wasw ;:: 0.75 (for n ". 3 it was necessary to take w ". 1.0). _Under these con-
ditions theslgns of26~i'ofthe 331 nonzero Okl were determined. '

The electron density projection p (Y. z) was C:,onstructedfrom the Foki with these ·statistical" signs. In-
analystng it we relied on the previously constructed p (x, z) the reliability of which was attested by the good
agreement between the observed 'and calculated Fhal'
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Fig. ,3b. Graphical representation ofthe agreement between Fobs and Fcalc for the
hOlzone~

subgroup of reflections. Consequently the basic group must be such that it contains reflectionswhose contribution
to the intensity from a given atom in the structure is important.. .

The:J. coordinates of the cations were determined from p (y, z) with the help of the known! coordinates
from p (x, z) and the positions of the lighter anions were indicated so that it waspossible to refine the projection
by means of successive calculations of the signs of the Fokl and of synthesis p (y, z).

The final electron denstty projections for seidozerite are shown in Fig. 2.

The interesting problem, from the point of view of crystal chemistry and mineralogy, of the isomorphous
replacement in setdozerite had to be answered before the final variant of the structure could be selected. A com-
parison of the precise chemical analyses [1] with the heights of the maxima in the two electron densttypro-
[ections, and with the interatomic distances, led to the following picture of the isomorphous substitutions in
selaozerite:, -2Zl'{1.44,Zl'.'+'0.50 Ti); Mn(0.46 Mn+ O.34Mg + 0.10 Fe'~)1 Ti(0.76 Ti + 0.04 Nb + 0.10 AI+
+ 0.09 Fe''')j 4Na(3~58 Na + 0.38 Ca).. The values shown in brackets to two significant figures are based pri-
marily on the chemical analysis by Kasakova [1] and.not on the heights ofthe electron density peaks.
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The effecttve atomic scattering functions were calculated.
as general averages from the corresponding individual atom factors,
for each of the crystallographically occupied positions. The
Fhol and Fokl whose signs were used in the calculation of p (x, z)
andp (y,z) where, in the first projection, the cell edges were
divided into 60 parts along~and i20 along c,and in the second
both E and;£ were divided into 100 parts, w;e c-alcuiated tising-~

- these feff.

The coordinates ofthe 17 atoms in the asymmetric unit of
setdozerlte (43 parameters), obtained by graphical interpolation,
are given In.TableL,

The accuracy in theIocallzatton of the atoms .from the pro-
jection was assessed. after Vainshtefn [15]; aSI Zr:l: 0.001 A, Mn :I:

:l: 0.002 A, Ti :l: 0.003 A,Si :l: 0.004 A, Na :l: 0.005 A, 0:1: 0.009A.
It must be mentioned that all the x coordinateswere taken from
p (x, z)in which there are no single peaks•. The pair similarity
of the ! coordinates for some of the overlapping atoms (Table 1)

may not correspond to reality, but the symmetrical form of the peaks a,rgues in favor of the reasonable closeness
of the coordinates of the overlapping atoms. As the a axis is the shortest in setdozerite, an error in the relative
! coordinate has less influence on the accuracy of ti;; interatomic distances than one in the 1. or ~,:coordinat~

Fig. 4. schemeshowtng the alternation
of octahedra of different cations (Ti,
Na II' Mn, Na nIl in thecontinuous wall
of setdozerite,

,Fhol and FOkl were calculated from the coordinates in Table 1 and feu,and a comparison Oftheir absolute
magnitudes with Fobs is shown in Figs. aa and 3b. The discrepancies for the structure arejIncludlngatl reflections
hOland Okl, (Fobs '=F Oro sin a/A;:;' 1.30 and Fobs = 0 out to sin a /A s'0.66), are 17.2 and 22.50/0 respectively.
EXcluding the reflections with Fobs = 0 these val ues are 16.6 and 20.70/q, The difference in the indexes for the
two zones may be explained by the different effect of negleettng absorption on the hOI and OkIreflections.

The valency balance, according to Pauling's Second Rule (for ionic crystals) is given in Table 2.\ The
greatest divergence in the -sum of the valency strengths from the norm is observed for 0V. Formally, the excess
of positive valencies is equal to 250/0 (a value which we rnay assume is the maximum possible) but in fact it is
less because of the noticeably enlarged interatomic distance Zr-OV· (Table 3). '

Fig. 5.. Plan of the structure of setdozerlte in coordination polyhedra. The (x,z) pro-
jection is perpendicular to the long axis ofthecrystal, the lcoordinates of the cations
are.glvenIn hundredths of the E.axis.
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Fig. 3a. Graphical representation of the agreement between Fobs and Fcalc for the Okl
zone.

The p(y,z) synthesisshowed a'detrimental influence on the stanattcs-of the geometrical regularity in the
arrangement of the atoms in the (y, z) projection of seidozerfte of which we spoke in the analysis of p (y. z),
This regularity defeated the superpositions on p(y. z) arid accounts for the fact that the statistics gave a large
number (...•250/0) of wrong signs. .

- . .

The presence in (y, z) of atoms lying at the points of an almost regular rectangular net b/4 X c/6. which
.appeared so clearly in p (y, z), is also visible in p (y, z) (according to the statistical stgns) with astrong heighten-
ing of the maxima on the two-fold axes. . . '

, . . .

Clearly. the mostpowerful Okl reflections will be those for which the radiation scattered from the ato~s'
ly~g at rhe pointsofthe net b/4 Xc/ 6, is in phase. It Is just those reflecttonswhich were used in thehasle
group used in determining the signs of all the FOkl• This is thereasonwhy,in p (y~z) (calculated, with the signs
determined by the statistical method) maxima are lacking for the atoms whicl?-are not contained in the b/4 Xi c/6
net. The Inclusion in the basic group onlyof reflecttons of strong unitary structure amplitude, representing a'

. . . - . .,.),.
certain condensed subgroup of reflections, rna tertally shortens the labor involved in using the dlstingmethod, but
it leads to signdromwhich$e electron density map shows only those atoms ,which give rise, to the indicated
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Fig. 6. The structure of seidozerite in coordination polyhedra. The (y, z)
projection, omitting the columns of Mn-; Nanr, Mn- ,NaIIJ.'" octahedra
which lie behind (in front of) the corresponding columns of Ti-, Nan-, Ti-,
Nan- octahedra and are displaced relative to the latter by bl 4 (Fi~ 4).

m"-~oth the. minerals from the Institute of Crystallography, Ilvaite (CaFei' Fe"'O- [Si2o,]OH) [16], epidote
(Ca2AlzFeO[S~Or)[SiO';']OH)jmd zorstte (Ca2AlaO[Si~1] [SiO,,]OH) [17,18], and setdozerite, are, despite their
orthoslllcatestoichiometric formulae, diorthosllicates with [S~o,] groups and not [SiO,,]gro1,1ps.The eighth oxygen
atom figuring, iil the cherntcalformula does not enter into the silicate radical. .

In accordance with the structure found, the expanded. formula. of seidozerite must be written (doubling the
stoichiometric formula) as Na"MnTi(Zrl.6Tit.6~F, OHh [S~o,Jz; there being two such units in the cell.

. .

The most characteristic feature of the architecture of setdozertte is the infinite compact walls of octahedra
arranged ateng the two-fold axes. Cationsof Mil (Mg), Ti and Na alternateIn the octahedra according to the
motif in Fig~ 4, The parallel xOy planes of the wall areat a distance c/2 from one another and are connected
to each other by infinite double ribbons extended along 1and consisting of alternating Zr and Na octahedra.
These architectural details atecHfady visible in Fig. 5, which shows a plan Of the structure in projection parallel
to the long axis of the crystal. Two isolated diortho groups are each situated between the walls and the ribbons.
Their axes are parallel to the 1. a.xis and the angle SiJ.- OC Sin is 180° within the limits of accuracy of our

. measurements. The three- intercepts uniting the corresponding 0 atoms of the upper and lower bases of the [S!to,]
group, are the edges of the three Na octahedra (Fig. 6), i.e., the diortho groups are situated not only between the
walls and the ribbons, but between the Na octahedra,

In cuspidine C~[Si2o,]F2· andtillevitECa6[Si2O,](COS)z [19] the diortho groups are linked in the same way
with the Ca octahedra. .

A further comparison of.seidozente-wtth these Ca dtorthosilfcatesIs interesting. Tilleyite is made up of
Ca octahedra in double (in width)1nfinite ribbons in two orientations. In cuspldine the analogously oriented
ribbons of Ca octahedra are fourfoldcand in setdozerite half the ribbons of one of the cuspidine orientations be-
come infinite walls reinforced by tilleyite ribbons-of the other orientation. The wallsand ribbons are composed of
columns in which the octahedra lie one on top of the other on edge, and hi which, as is characteristic of a large
number of Ca silicates [19], there are two octahedra in the 7.10 A b spacing. In tilleyite and cuspldine all the
octahedra are occupied by Ca and in the ribbons and walls of seido~erite three kinds of Na octahedra alternate
with Zr, Ti and Mnoctahedra, and each time the tolar, Nan and Na ill octahedron, corresponding to the less
tightly bound cations, is distorted, lengthening and shortening its edges so as most easily to enter the ribbon of
octahedra round the more tightly bound atoms.

)

As was shoWIi abo~e, E. L sernenov assigned setdozertte to the velertte group. According to the data given
in the well known Miileralogical Tables of Strunz [20], these minerals are .characterized by unit cell parameters
which are similar to the parameters of cuspidine (pz,.1c, a = 7.53, b = 10.41, c = 10.83 A) [21]. The 7.19-7.33 A
• As in Orlginal- Publisher's note.
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spacings in the minerals 'of the velerlte group
indicate the probable presence primarily of
columns of (Ca, Zr, Mn) octahedra in their
structures parallel to this translation and also
of diorthogroups with their axis along the
same translation.

, Whether the projections ofthese structures
will be in aplane perpendicular to the axis of
the diortho group, irl an analogous manner to
setdozertte or cuspldine , can only be revealed
by further investigations. However, notwith-
standing the resemblance of the chemical
formulae ofvelerlte, lovenlte, guarinite and
rosenbuschite on.the one hand, and seidozerlte
on the other, the unit cells of the minerals of
the velerite group correspond to the cell of
cuspldine in the standard setting of the latter.
This provides some reason for considering that
the structure of the minerals of the velerite

• . .- f

. group is more nearly similar to the motif of
cuspidlne than to that ofsaidozerlte,

A full list of Interatomic distances in
setdozerfte is given in Table 3.

We will remark only upon those distances
which differ most fromthe accepted ones. In
the Zr' octahedron, there are five zr- 0 dis-
tances lying within the limits 1.98-2.13 A, and
the sixth, Zr-OV· i52.34 A. Ashas been
mentioned, this increase in the dfstance com-·
pensates for the excess of positive valencies
accumulating at 0 V (Table 2). The edge
Oy·...•Ov· = 2.73 A which is common to two
Zroctahedra related by a center of symmetry
is the shortest (among 12 0-0 edges) in the
Zr octahedron. In the present case, as will
also be shown; some interatomic distances in
thesetdoaertte structure provide good Illustra-
tions of Pauling's 3rd and 4th Rules.

In the Mn octahedron the Mn- (F, OH)
distance of 2.08 A is also shortened, which may
be considered' also as compensating for the de-
,ficiency of positive charge on (F, OH)(5/6 in-
stead of 1Table 2). The edge OVI -0· vI1I
of the Mn octahedron also enters into the Ti
octahedron, as a result of which it is shortened
to 2.71 A, making it the shortest edge ofthe
Mn octahedron. Further analysis of the inter-
atomic dista~ces on the basis of Table 3, in
which those edges common to two polyhedra
are specially marked, is not difficult.

The dimensions of the diortho group in
seldoaertte are in good agreement with the
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distances in the [Si201] group in, for example, cuspidine [21]. The Si-O distances in serdozerite and cuspidine
lie within the limits 1.60-1.66 A and 1~56-1. 64 A respectively. The edges of the tetrahedra range from 2.52-
2.71 A in seidozertte , and from 2.50w2.70 A in cuspidlne,

Leaving aside the "anomalies" mentioned (and explained), then the cation - anion distances in the Zr, Ti,
Mnand Na octahedra are close to the sum of the corresponding ionic radii. Ti- ° are in the limits 1.93-1.98 A
with the sum of the radii being 0.64 + 1.35 = 1.99 A. Analogously for Mn- ° they are 2.21-2:31-A with the sum
0.91 + 1.35 = 2.26 A, for Na - O. 2.18-2.62 A with 0.98 +1.35 ::::2.33 A (the shortest dlstance Na - (F, OH) =
=2.14 A). The sum of the ionic radii of Zr+4and 0-2, 0.82 + 1.35 =2.17 A,andfiveofthesixZr-O distances
lie in the range 1.98-2.13 A. The reduction in the effective value of these distances may be attributed to the
displacement of about a fourth part of the atoms of Zr by TI, Th(j lengths of the edges of all the octahedra
correspond to similar ones for the given cations found in other structures.

Let us say a word about the geometric properties of the setdozertte structure which led to the pecularities
found in the beginning with the Fand F2 syntheses and which simplified the analysis. The fairly heavy con-
centrations of electrons which occupied the symmetry points separated by a/2 were not separate atoms but pairs
of atoms, namely Ti + Nan and Mn(Mg)+ Nami both these and others lie on the two-fold axes (Fig. 5), The
ratio of the effective Z, is (22 + 12): (18 + 12), = 1.1 and is equal to the difference in peak heights of 10-15%
mentioned above. The hi 4 X c/6 net (Fig. 6) is made up of cations of (Ti, Nan. Mn.,Nam)- (Zr, NaI)"':(Zr,
NaI)-(Ti, Nan. Mn, NaUJ)-(Zr--NaI)-(Zr-NaI)' arranged along the 5:.axis at every 1/6th. The arrangement
of the atoms at four levels perpendicular to ~is shown in Fig. 2b.

The exact overlapping (in the xz projection) of the atoms SiI' 01' Sin, and the tripletofO in the two bases
of the Si tetrahedra, is the result of the strict coincidence of the axis of the diortho group with the edges of the
three Na octahedra. Bythe same token, the [Si207] group registers a true trigonal prism.

E. L Sernenov found perfect cleavage along (001) in seidozerite, This plane is parallel to the continuous
walls of octahedra (Figs. 5, 6) along which passes the cleavage in various silicates; This same cleavage may be
caused by the breaking of bonds along the (001) plane which cuts the ~ axis in half (Fig. 5). In this case only the
longer Zr-O·V =2.34 A bonds and the generally weaker Na,O bonds will be broken.

Seidozerite is an optically biaxial mineral and is positive •. 2V = + 680
• "s = 1.830, nm =1.758, np= 1;725

(according to E. I. Sernenov), The major axis of the optic indlcatrix coincides with~. and the minot with~, and
the explanation of thisma ybe seen in the. fact that the most optically active cations, the Mn, join, in their
octahedra along~. with the" strong" (+4) Ti in zigzag chains, whilst along ~ the Mn octahedra alternate with
the extended octahedra around the weak (loosely bound, with a charge of + 1) Na cation (Fig. 4).
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